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The mass spectrometry (MS) technology in clinical proteomics is very promising for discovery of new
biomarkers for diseases management. To overcome the obstacles of data noises in MS analysis, we
proposed a new approach of knowledge-integrated biomarker discovery using data from Major Adverse
Cardiac Events (MACE) patients. We first built up a cardiovascular-related network based on protein
information coming from protein annotations in Uniprot, protein-protein interaction (PPI), and signal
transduction database. Distinct from the previous machine learning methods in MS data processing,
we then used statistical methods to discover biomarkers in cardiovascular-related network. Through
the tradeoff between known protein information and data noises in mass spectrometry data, we finally
could firmly identify those high-confident biomarkers. Most importantly, aided by protein-protein
interaction network, that is, cardiovascular-related network, we proposed a new type of biomarkers,
that is, network biomarkers, composed of a set of proteins and the interactions among them. The
candidate network biomarkers can classify the two groups of patients more accurately than current
single ones without consideration of biological molecular interaction.
Keywords: Proteomics • Mass Spectrometry • MACE • Network biomarker • Cross validation • Systems
biology

Introduction
Systematic proteomic studies to discover biomarkers are
imperative since proteins perform the main cellular functions
essential to signal transduction that lead to cell growth,
differentiation, proliferation and death. Protein biomarkers
have proven to extremely useful in providing valuable information that can be used during establishing a diagnosis or
prognosis for a disease and developing targeted therapeutics.1–9
Classic examples are Her2 protein for breast cancers diagnosis
and treatment10–12 and myeloperoxidase (MPO)13 for predicting
the risk of cardiovascular events.
Many diseases with a high incidence in the population, such
as cardiac-cerebral vascular disease, cancer and diabetes, have
a multifactorial basis. Though biomarker discovery resulted
from intensive study of individual proteins, it is becoming
increasingly clear that the predictive utility of individual
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biomarker proteins may be limited.6,8,9,14 As an alternative,
panels of proteins may be required to accurately gauge the level
of perturbation of a biological system.15,16
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) play a central role in
many biological functions. For instance, signal cascades were
mediated by PPIs of the signaling molecules from the exterior
to interior of a cell.17 This process, called signal transduction,
plays a fundamental role in many biological processes and in
many diseases. If interacted proteins maintain stable over time,
they were called protein complexes, which are essential to
biological processes.18–20 Most works on biomarker discovery
mainly focused on only single ones instead of interacting ones.
Our work in this paper was desired to discover a new type of
biomarkers with protein-protein interactions (e.g., network
biomarker).
The principal enabling technology of proteomic discovery
is mass spectrometry (MS).21 However, the major obstacle to
discover biomarkers from MS data is the data noises caused
by instrument calibration. Although peak alignment and denoising processes can reduce the data noises greatly,22,23 the
data preprocessing will miss some candidate biomarkers only
due to their bad performances in peak alignment. To avoid that,
we used the established protein knowledge, such as protein
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annotations, PPI, and signaling pathway, to first filter out a
cardiovascular-related protein network. A tradeoff was made
between the protein knowledge and data noises in MS. By
applying cardiovascular-related protein network without considerations of MS data, we can first identify some proteins really
related to cardiovascular disease. Then, denoising processes
and local peak alignments were applied to MS data for the
identified proteins in cardiovascular-related network. Thus, the
differently expressed proteins in MS data were identified by
statistical methods. In this manner, we can select highconfident single biomarkers based on not only MS data, but
also protein knowledge.
Here, Expression Difference Mapping using Ciphergen’s
SELDI ProteinChip technology was used to produce the MS
data for cardiovascular disease. Plasma samples of two groups
of patients, 60 MACEs (Major Adverse Cardiac Events) and 60
controls were used in this experiment (Materials and Methods).
We proposed a new biomarker discovery method based on
protein knowledge to discover biomarkers on the SELDI-TOFMS data and derived a new type of biomarkers with proteinprotein interactions (e.g., network biomarkers) that perform
better performances than single biomarkers without any
protein-protein interaction in patient classification, whose
classification accuracy in 5-fold cross validation of SVM is
nearly 80%.

Materials and Methods
Mass Spectrometry Data of Cardiovascular Disease. The
plasma samples used in this study are the same as those used
in Brenna’s original work.13 We use two groups of plasma
samples: (1) MACE group of 60 patient samples, patients with
chest pain and consistently negative Troponin T, but suffered
MACE during the next 30-day or 6-month period, and (2)
control group of 60 patient samples, patients with chest pain
and consistently negative Troponin T and lived in next 5 years
without any major cardiac events or death. To increase the
coverage of proteins in SELDI protein profiles, the blood
samples were fractionated with HyperD Q (anion ion exchange)
into six fractions. The protein profiles of fractions 1, 3, 4, 5,
and 6 were acquired with two SELDI Chips: IMAC and CM10.
A total of 120 plasma samples, 24 reference samples, and 6
blanks were randomly divided into two groups, Group A and
Group B, and were fractionated into six fractions using two 96well plates containing anion exchange resin (Ciphergen, CA).
Group A was processed in Day 1, while Group B was processed
in Day 2. Two 96-well anion exchange resin plates were used
to fractionate samples into six discrete fractions (pH 9 + flow
through, pH 7, pH 5, pH 4, pH 3, and organic wash) as
previously described.37 Fractionation has been shown to greatly
increase the number of proteins that can be resolved.
Protein spectra were obtained on immobilized metal affinity
capture ProteinChip arrays coupled with copper (IMAC30Cu2+, Ciphergen Biosystems, Inc., Fremont, CA) and weak
cation exchange (CM10, Ciphergen Biosystems, Inc.) ProteinChip arrays. Fractions were subsequently profiled on both
IMAC30-Cu2+ and CM10 protein arrays. Fraction 2 was not
analyzed since experiments have shown that it contains little
protein (data not shown). Samples from MACE and Control,
as well as pooled samples from both groups and blank cases,
were randomly distributed to the spots of ProteinChip arrays
in Group A or Group B. All spectra were acquired in duplicate
using two Bioprocessors, Bioprocessor 1 and Bioprocessor 2,
which were processed at the same time using the same aliquot
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sample plate. The remaining portions of the samples were
stored at -80 °C and were never reused for other ProteinChip
arrays. ProteinChip arrays were analyzed utilizing a ProteinChip
Reader, model PBSIIc (Ciphergen Biosystems, Inc.). Protein
spectra were externally calibrated using the All-in-One Protein
Standard II (Ciphergen Biosystems, Inc.) consisting of seven
calibrants between 7 and 147 kDa. Data was collected between
0 and 200 kDa with the region between 2 and 20 kDa optimized.
Spectra were generated by averaging 130 laser shots with a laser
intensity (215-220) and a detector sensitivity (5-8) optimized
for each fraction. MPO levels were measured with FDA approved assay (the assay name is CardioMPO), provided by
Cleveland Clinic Foundation.
Protein Information. The protein-protein interaction data
were downloaded from HPRD database (Human Protein Reference Database http://www.hprd.org/) in January, 2008. HPRD
is composed of 18 796 proteins and 37 056 interactions (not
including self-interaction). KEGG is a signal pathway database
(Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes http://www.genome.
jp/kegg/), which includes ‘Metabolism’, ‘Genetic Information
Processing’, ‘Environmental Information Processing’, ‘Cellular
Process’, ‘Human Disease’, and ‘Drug Development’ pathways.
The signal pathways data were derived from KEGG in December, 2007. Uniprot (Universal Protein Resource http://www.
pir.uniprot.org/) is the most comprehensive catalog of information of proteins. It is a central repository of protein sequence
and function created by joining the information contained in
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/swissprot/), TrEMBL
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/trembl/), and PIR (http://pir.georgetown.edu/). The knowledge data on proteins were drawn from Uniprot
in January, 2008.
Cardiovascular-Related Network Construction. The cardiovascular-related network construction was completed by the
following three steps. The first is to identify the cardiovascularrelated proteins based on the knowledge of proteins, Uniprot.
For most proteins, the important knowledge, such as related
references and related diseases, can be found in Uniprot
database. By searching the keyword ‘cardiovascular’ in the
annotations of proteins of Uniprot, we got 76 proteins revealed
to be closely related to cardiovascular disease. The next step is
to build up the protein-protein interactions among these
cardiovascular-related proteins. By checking the protein-protein
interactions of these proteins in HPRD, we identified 17
proteins with at least one protein-protein interaction. The last
step is to expand these 17 proteins to get a larger PPI network
for cardiovascular disease using KEGG and HPRD. Until now,
none of signal pathways for cardiovascular disease was available for systems biology study and its signal proteins or
metabolisms were also hard to identify. Because of the identified important roles of these proteins in cardiovascular disease,
it is reasonable to assume that the signal partners of these
proteins in KEGG should also have their great contributions
to the pathology of cardiovascular disease from the signal
transduction viewpoint. In all signal proteins appearing in the
signal pathways in KEGG, the interacting partners of identified
17 proteins have been expanded into the cardiovascular-related
network. Thus, the cardiovascular-related network composed
of 55 proteins with 122 protein-protein interactions was
constructed based on the knowledge coming from Uniprot,
HPRD, and KEGG databases (Figure 2).
Preprocessing and Local Peak Alignment in Mass Spectrometry. The data denoising and normalizing processes were
applied to MS data got from SELDI-TOF-MS.24–29 Comparing
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the mass of a protein with ones for every spectrometry data,
we can find the mass location of the protein in the spectrometry data. However, the intensity in this mass location cannot
just be simply considered as the expression for protein if the
noises in the mass spectrometry are taken into account.
Because of to the location of MS data may be moved in a small
range by experiment noises, moving some peaks near to some
location is very necessary for adjusting the accuracy of the data.
The nearest peak in a window of -10 Da and +10 Da has been
chosen as the peak of some location. If there is no peak in this
window, the average of the intensities in this window will be
considered as the intensity for the mass value.
P-Value Vector. For measuring distinct expressions for a
protein in distinct fractions of mass spectrometry experiment,
we proposed a P-value vector composed of P-values for distinct
fractions in SELDI-TOF-MS (Figure 3). Instead of computing
such a P-value for all fractions, the noise of mass spectrometry
and distinct proteins remaining in different fractions of mass
spectrometry experiments have been taken into account. If V1
) (Ic1, Ic2,..., Ic60) is the intensity vector of a protein for 60 control
patients and V2 ) (Id1, Id2,..., Id60) is the intensity vector of a
protein for 60 MACE disease patients in one fraction of SELDITOF-MS data, the P-value for V1 and V2 of the protein can be
derived by using statistical methods (Student’s t test, significant
level: 0.05). Thus, all P-values for all fractions of mass spectrometry experiment can produce a P-value vector.
A 5-fold Cross Validation in SVM. A 5-fold cross-validation
procedure in SVM was used to classify patients in MACE and
controls. All intensity values in mass spectrum were normalized
on [0, 1] interval. The training set for each split included 4/5
of the cases, while 1/5 of the samples were used as the test set
and were not involved in training. In other words, the training
set for each split includes 48 MACE patients and 48 control
patients and the test set contains for each split 12 MACE
patients and 12 control patients.30–34
Parameters in SVM. The SVM classifier used in this study is
C-SVM where the kernel is Radial Basis Function kenel
(exp(-γ · |u - v|2), γ ) 1/k, k is the number of samples), and
the parameter C is 1. In the cross validation of SVM, we chose
the fold as 5.
Biomarker Identification: 1. Candidate Single Biomarker
Identification. The single biomarker discovery is based on the
significantly different expressions of a protein in control and
disease patients, or a significant low P-value for the protein’s
expressions. In our analysis, the P-value vector for every protein
in cardiovascular disease has been used to single biomarker
discovery. We searched all the P-values through the P-value
vector to identify candidate biomarkers. If no significant low
P-value was found, the protein would not be chosen as a
candidate single biomarker. That means the protein does not
represent significantly different expressions for control and
disease patients in every fragment of MS data. In contrast, if
at least one significantly low P-value in P-value vector can be
found, it indicates that the protein should be a candidate for
biomarkers.
2. Single Biomarker Identification. The biomarker identification in our analysis is based on not only its P-value, but
also its performance on the 5-fold cross validation in SVM. For
the identified candidate single biomarkers without any consideration on the protein-protein interaction, different number
of them, 1, 2, and 3, was given into SVM to determine their
performances in classification between control and disease
patients. By this means, the best single biomarkers with not

only best performance in SVM, but also significantly low
P-value were chosen from candidate biomarkers. The intensities of single biomarkers used in SVM are just the original
intensities in mass spectrometry data.
3. Pair Biomarker Identification. Distinguishing from discovering single biomarkers, pair biomarkers were identified
based on not only the 5-fold cross validation in SVM but also
the PPI network. Every pair biomarker is composed of two
candidate single biomarkers and one protein-protein interaction between them. Then, distinct number of pair biomarkers,
1, 2, and 3, were put into SVM to show their performances for
classification between control and disease patients. Thus, the
best pair biomarkers with not only best performance in SVM,
but also significantly low P-values were found using SVM. The
intensity vectors of pair biomarkers used in SVM are the
combined ones computed from original intensities of mass
spectrometry as following,
Let P1 and P2 be the two interacted proteins involved in a
pair biomarker. Denote p1 and p2 as the P-values of P1 and P2,
respectively. And also denote I1 ) (I1,c1, I1,c2,..., I1,c60, I1,d1, I1,d2,...,
I1,d60) as the intensity vector of protein P1 for not only 60 control
patients, but also 60 MACE disease patients and I2 ) (I2,c1,
I2,c2,..., I2,c60, I2,d1, I2,d2,..., I2,d60) as the intensity vector of protein
P2 for both 60 control and 60 MACE disease patients, then the
combined intensity vector Ipair for the pair biomarker is

Ipair )

1
p1
1
1
+
p 1 p2

I1 +

1
p2
1
1
+
p1 p2

I2

(1)

Thus, the intensity vector of the most significant protein
(with lowest P-value) can achieve the highest weight in the
computing for Ipair due to the fact that the protein contributes
to the pair-biomarker more than another relatively less significant protein.
4. Triple Biomarker Identification. Similar to pair biomarker, every triple biomarker is composed of three candidate
single biomarkers and three protein interaction between every
pair of them. Distinct number of triple biomarkers, 1, 2, and 3,
were given into SVM to show their performances for classification between control and disease patients. Thus, the best triple
biomarkers with not only best performance of 5-fold cross
validation in SVM, but also significantly low P-values were
found using SVM. The intensity vectors of triple biomarkers
used in SVM are the combined ones computed from original
intensities of mass spectrometry as following,
Let P1, P2 and P3 be the three interacted proteins involved
in a triple biomarker. Denotep1, p2 and p3 as the P-values of
P1, P2 and P3, respectively. And also denote Ii ) (Ii,c1, Ii,c2,...,
Ii,c60, Ii,d1, Ii,d2,..., Ii,d60) (i ) 1, 2, 3) as the intensity vector of
protein Pi for 60 control patients and 60 MACE disease patients,
then the combined intensity vector Itriple for the triple biomarker is
1
1
1
p1
p2
p3
I +
I +
I (2)
Itriple )
1
1 1 1
1
1 2 1
1
1 3
1
+ +
+ +
+ +
p1 p2 p3
p 1 p2 p3
p1 p2 p 3
Thus, the intensity vector of the most significant protein
(with lowest P-value) can achieve the highest weight in the
computing for Itriple due to the fact that the protein contributes
to the triple-biomarker more than other two relatively less
significant proteins.
Journal of Proteome Research • Vol. 7, No. 9, 2008 4015
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Figure 1. The scheme for knowledge integrated biomarker discovery.

5. Multitype Biomarker Identification. Regardless of single,
pair or triple biomarkers, all were given into SVM to train the
best multitype biomarkers. Multitype biomarker is composed
of different combinations of single ones, pair ones and triple
ones. The best multitype biomarkers with both best performance of 5-fold cross validation in SVM and low P-values were
found using SVM. The intensity vectors of multitype biomarkers
input into SVM are the corresponding ones of single, pair and
triple ones.

Results
The Scheme of Knowledge-Integrated Biomarker Discovery. The biomarker discoveries on distinct molecular levels,
either mRNA35,36 or protein, suffer from the data noises coming
from expression instruments (microarray or mass spectrometry
devices) or experimental design methods. Here, we proposed
a novel biomarker discovery method based on protein knowledge to overcome the data noises in MS. Another extra
advantage of such a biomarker discovery method can identify
not only single biomarkers without any consideration of protein
interactions, but also network biomarkers, a set of proteins with
protein-protein interactions.
The knowledge-integrated biomarker discovery involves the
integration of protein information from Uniprot, HPRD and
KEGG, identification of candidate single biomarkers from MS
data based on statistical methods, and identification of network
biomarkers from protein-protein interaction network based
4016
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on their performance in classification, as illustrated in Figure
1, and Materials and Methods.
Checking whether a protein is related to cardiovascular
disease from the publications and disease annotations in
Uniprot, the cardiovascular-related proteins were first identified. Through protein-protein interactions in HPRD and signal
proteins in KEGG, the cardiovascular-related subnetwork was
then constructed. With the use of a cardiovascular-related
subnetwork instead of whole protein-protein interaction
network to discover biomarkers, it is ensured that more reliable
proteins closely related to cardiovascular disease can enter into
the process of biomarker identification so that the disturbance
of noises coming from MS data can be easily avoided. Next,
comparing with most previous works for discovering biomarkers from the peaks of MS data by machine learning methods,
the present candidate single biomarkers were identified by
statistical methods. Feature selection from aligned peaks is an
indispensable step for most previous machine learning methods used in biomarker discovery. In contrast, feature selection
is not a necessary step for us to identify biomarkers. Actually,
for the limited cardiovascular-related proteins, the differently
expressed proteins for control and disease patients can be easily
identified by statistical method after the data preprocessing and
local peak alignment in MS (Materials and Methods). Moreover,
such a method can also easily avoid data noises by computing
the P-values for different expressions of protein in control and
disease patients. If too many noises instead of peaks occurring
in the expressions of a protein, its P-value will not be significant
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Figure 2. Flowchart for cardiovascular-related protein network.

low and thereby the protein will not be chosen as a candidate
biomarker. Lastly, after the identification of candidate single
biomarkers, network biomarkers were identified by their classification performance in SVM.
Cardiovascular-Related Protein Network Construction. The
cardiovascular-related network integrated most protein information coming from Uniprot, HPRD, and KEGG databases
(Materials and Methods), as illustrated in Figure 2. First, by
checking publication and protein annotations in Uniprot, 76
cardiovascular-related proteins have been identified. Then, to
derive the protein-protein interactions among these proteins,
HPRD has been taken into consideration. Seventeen proteins
of the 76 identified cardiovascular-related proteins appear in
the HPRD database, which means that these 17 proteins take
part in the protein-protein interactions. In consideration of
the important roles of these proteins in the pathology of this
disease, they should also be essential to the signal transduction

for cardiovascular system, and thus, the protein interaction
partners in signal proteins of KEGG were expanded into the
cardiovascular-related network. At last, the cardiovascularrelated network was constructed with 17 proteins identified
from Uniprot and HPRD and their 38 signal partners expanded
from KEGG signal proteins (Figure 2).
MS-Based Biomarker Discovery (Candidate Single Biomarkers). The aim of MS-based biomarker discovery is to identify
proteins differentially expressed in the serum or plasma of
cardiovascular disease patients. A new and emerging technology, proteomics, has the potential to identify protein molecules
in a high-throughput discovery approach in patient’s serum.
Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, surface-enhanced
laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(SELDI-TOF-MS) technology can identify patterns or changes
in thousands of proteins and can globally analyze almost all
Journal of Proteome Research • Vol. 7, No. 9, 2008 4017
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Figure 3. The P-value vector for a protein in different factions of
mass spectrometry data.

small molecular weight proteins in complex solutions such as
serum or plasma.
In the analysis of MS data, researchers usually use a common
protocol that consists of preprocessing, peak detection, and
peak alignment, especially for those using classification to select
biomarkers, because MS data, that is, spectra, may be affected
by errors and noise as a result of sample preparation and
instrument approximation or the mass/charge axis shift. Previous works paid more attention on the peak alignment and peak
detection to ensure the good performance of classification
algorithm. Their hypothesis is the peaks are different from
noises on MS. One obvious disadvantage of these methods is
that proteins may be missed merely due to the bad peak
alignment or no detected peaks on some data. Alternative
method for dealing with peaks in MS has been proposed in
our analysis. For a protein, its mass in the mass/charge axis
was first identified and then its nearest peak or mean of the
masses in the window of -10 Da and +10 Da of its mass was
identified as one of the expression intensities for the protein.
Thus, the intensity vectors for different conditions can be
derived from 60 controls and 60 disease patients.
Distinguishing from the machine learning methods based
on the peaks of MS data, our method does not merely focus
on the proteins chosen from peak alignment, whose mass/
charge is exactly located at certain location of the mass/charge
axis where the intensities are just the peaks of the MS data
sets, but focus on those proteins discovered from their protein
knowledge, whose intensities may be composed of not only
peaks but also some nonpeak values. Whether nonpeak intensities are data noises is not essential to our biomarker discovery.
To elucidate the significantly distinct expressions of a protein
between control and cardiovascular disease patients, we adopt
a statistical method instead of machine learning to discover
biomarkers. If the intensity vectors for a protein are affected
by the data noises significantly, the P-value to evaluate the
different expressions of the protein will not be significantly low
and the peptide will not provide evidence for its protein to
prove that it is a candidate biomarker discovered from the MS
data. In other words, the protein with relatively low P-value
implies that its intensities should not be disturbed by the data
noises greatly as well as they are differently expressed in control
and disease patients, and thereby be considered as a candidate
biomarker.
The five fraction profiles acquired from SELDI protein chip
were washed using distinct washing chemicals (Materials and
4018
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Methods). Considering the different proteins remaining in the
different fractions of MS data, we introduced a P-value vector
to evaluate the different expressions of a protein in all fractions
of MS (Figure 3). If a protein does not lie in some fraction of
MS, the majority of its intensities on MS will be composed of
noises and then the protein’s P-value for control and disease
patients will be not significantly low. On the other hand, if a
protein does lie in some fraction and is a candidate biomarker
displaying significantly distinct expressions between control
and disease patients, its P-value should be relatively low in this
fraction of MS data. By searching through the P-value vector,
if no significantly low P-value can be found, we can firmly say
that the protein is not a candidate biomarker. Otherwise, at
least one low P-value in P-value vector can be found, which
implies that the protein should be a candidate biomarker. Thus,
for every protein in cardiovascular-related network, we can
easily identify whether it is really a candidate biomarker by its
P-value vector. Totally, 31 proteins were found with significant
P-value vectors in cardiovascular-related network.
Network Biomarker Identification in CardiovascularRelated Network. The protein-protein interaction information
in cardiovascular-related network was not considered in the
identification process of candidate single biomarkers for MS
data. The interactions between proteins are important for many
biological functions. Because of the essential roles of protein
interactions in biological processes, we integrated the proteinprotein interaction information into the biomarker discovery
process. We revealed a new type of biomarkers, called network
biomarkers, composed of a set of proteins and the protein
interactions among them.
Network biomarkers considered in our analysis can be
divided into three types, single biomarker without any
protein-protein interaction, pair-biomarker with two proteins
and one protein-protein interaction, triple-biomarker with
three proteins and three protein-protein interactions. After the
identification of candidate single biomarkers using P-value
vector, the intensity vectors of control and disease patients,
respectively, for a protein can be identified by the lowest
P-value. For a single biomarker, its intensities are just the
original ones from the MS data; however, the intensities for a
pair-biomarker and a triple-biomarker are P-value weighted
summation of the intensities of their composed single proteins
(Materials and Methods).
Classification based on 5-fold cross validation of SVM was
applied to identify network biomarkers based on their classification performances. First, different number, 1 or 2 or 3, of
same type of network biomarkers was put into SVM. By their
performance, we can easily identify the best ones for patient
classification. We found that the best performance for single
biomarkers, P06858, P35555, and Q07954, is 71.67%, while the
best performances for pair biomarkers, P04180-P01023, P10600P61812, and P11802-P36897, and triple biomarkers, Q04771O14920-P36897, P36897-P61812-P10600, and P35555-P15502P07585, are 77.50% and 72.50%, respectively. In Table 1, the
results show that the performances for network biomarkers
considering protein-protein interaction information, that is,
pair-biomarkers and triple-biomarkers, are higher than the
single ones without any protein-protein interaction information. Next, different number, 1 or 2 or 3, of combinations of
multiple types of network biomarkers was given into SVM
(Table 2). By the same means, we found that the best classification performance, 78.33%, occurred in the combination
of network biomarkers, Q07954-Q01023, P63151-P36897, and
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Table 1. The Classification Accuracies for Single, Pair, Triple Biomarkers

numbers of biomarkers given in SVM
biomarker types

a

number ) 1

number ) 2

Accuracy
Single-biomarker

62.5%
P55058

66.67%
P35222
Q16671

Accuracy
Pair-biomarker

64.17%
O75052-Q07954

71.67%
P10600-P61812
P35222-Q95405

Accuracy
Triple-biomarker

65.83%
P35555-P15502- P07585

68.33%
P36897-P61812- P10600
P35555-P15502-P07585

number ) 3

71.67%
P06858
P35555
Q07954
77.50%
P04180-P01023
P10600-P61812
P11802-P36897
72.50%
Q04771-O14920- P36897
P36897-P61812- P10600
P35555-P15502-P07585

The symbol ‘A-B’ means the pair biomarker and ‘A-B-C’ means the triple biomarker.

Table 2. The Classification Accuracies for Multitype Biomarkers
numbers of biomarkers given in SVM
biomarker types

a

number ) 1

Accuracy
Single and paira

71.67%
Q9HAU4
P35555-P15502

Accuracy
Single and triplea

70.00%
P15502
Q04771-O14920-P36897

Accuracy
Pair and triplea

74.17%
P35555-P15502
P35555-P15502-P07585

number ) 2

number ) 3

73.33%
P61812
Q63151
P06858-Q07954
73.33%
P61812
P63151
P35555-P15502-P07585
78.33%
Q07954-P01023
P63151-P36897
P35555-P15502-P07585

75.83%
P61812
Q07954-P01023
P63151-P36897
75.83%
P63151
P35555-P15502-P07585
P36897-P61812-P10600
75.00%
Q07954-P01023
Q15797-P36897-Q13485
P36897-P61812-P10600

The symbol ‘A-B’ means the pair biomarker and ‘A-B-C’ means the triple biomarker.

Figure 5. The ROC curves for the chosen biomarkers.
Figure 4. The best classification accuracy is obtained by multitype
biomarker.

P35555-P15502-P07585 (Figure 4), which can be considered as
the best network biomarkers for cardiovascular diseases.
To analyze and explain the performances of different type
of biomarkers in cross validation, we compared the ROC curves
of three types of biomarkers, that is, the best single biomarker
(P06858, P35555, Q07954), pair biomarker (P04180-P01023,

P10600-P61812, P11802-P36897), and multitype biomarker
(Q07954-P01023, P63151-P36897, P35555-P15502-P07585) (Figure 5). We found that the AUCs (Area Under ROC Curve) of
these three types of biomarkers, that is, single, pair, and
multitype, are 71.26, 79.68, and 80.58, respectively. By comparing the AUCs of these three types of biomarkers, we found the
biomarkers with protein interactions (pair biomarker and
multitype biomarker) are better than the single biomarker
without consideration on protein interaction information.
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Discussion
The knowledge-integrated biomarker discovery method integrated most protein information of their publications, signal
transductions and protein-protein interactions into the biomarker discovery process through cardiovascular disease related
network. We used a statistical method to avoid the disturbing
of data noises (not peak data) and to select the candidate single
biomarker from MS data. By the combination of protein-protein
interactions among these candidate single biomarkers, we
defined a novel type of biomarkers with protein-protein
interactions, called network biomarker. According to the
performance of network biomarkers in the 5-fold cross validation of SVM, we found that network biomarkers can classify
the cardiovascular patients from control patients more accurately. Therefore, the advantages of the knowledge-integrated
biomarker discovery include not only easily avoiding data
noises by cardiovascular-related network, but also deriving
high-confident network biomarkers.
Our method started from the cardiovascular-related network
identified by protein information. This step is to ensure that
most known protein knowledge of the cardiovascular disease
can be integrated into our biomarker discovery so that the
biomarker discovery process can be less disturbed by the errors
existing in MS data. We made a tradeoff between protein
known knowledge and data noises of MS data in the biomarker
discovery process. Aided by protein information, the biomarkers discovered from MS data may suffer from some data
noises. The the high performances of discovered network
biomarkers in classification implies that the integration of
protein knowledge into biomarker discovery is a very important
strategy for the discovery of high confident biomarkers from
MS data with noises.
The identification of single candidate biomarkers from
cardiovascular related network is based on statistical method.
Actually, the biomarkers are defined as a small subset of
differentially expressed proteins from a large volume of profiling data and used as targets for further development in
molecular diagnostics and therapeutics. The statistical method
used in our approach has itself superiority in discovering
biomarkers. One advantage is that the low P-values computed
from the intensities of proteins in both control and disease
patients have the ability to identify the differently expressed
proteins. Another is that statistical methods can easily avoid
the disturbance from the data noises. If the intensities of a
protein are mainly composed of data noises instead of peaks,
its P-value will not be significantly low and it will not be chosen
as a candidate single biomarkers. Most importantly, such a
method can pick up some proteins with significantly low data
noises in spite of their bad peak alignments caused by instrument calibration in MS.
Most previous researches mainly focused on the single
biomarker discovery while our work considered the network
biomarkers based on protein-protein interactions. A complex
pathology of a disease could not be easily explained by single
proteins or single biomarkers. From systems biology’s viewpoint, we should resort to the network biomarkers, which may
correspond to some protein complexes or signal pathways
essential to discover the underlying mechanism of some
diseases. Our work was desired to make a great attempt in this
direction. Definitely, from the classification results of network
biomarkers on 5-fold cross validation of SVM, we can firmly
say that network biomarkers are more reliable for predicting
the risk of cardiovascular events.
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Figure 6. The best classification performances for the subnetworks with different proteins.

We not only set up the classification experiments on single,
pair, and triple biomarkers, but also do the same numerical
experiments on the subnetworks with four, five, and six
proteins, illustrated in Figure 6. Comparing the accuracies in
Figure 6, we found that the subnetworks with more than 3
proteins have relatively low classification accuracies than single,
pair, and triple biomarkers. Therefore, it is reasonable to choose
the single, pair, and triple biomarkers for our analysis and
thereby their combination can consistently provide the best
performance.
The results for same type and multitype network biomarkers
in classification have been shown. One may notice that a triple
biomarker for same type classification analysis in Table 1, such
as P35555-P15502-P07585, also appears in Table 2 for multitype
classification analysis. However, the pair biomarker, P10600P61812, for same type classification analysis in Table 1 cannot
be found in Table 2 for multitype classification analysis. To
identify the roles of pair biomarker, P10600-P61812, in classification, we recomputed the results of involvement of it into
SVM and found that the performance in multitype classification
analysis is also as high as 75% (Supplementary Figure 1). Thus,
undoubtedly, the network biomarkers, that is, pair ones and
triple ones, can derive high performance regardless of same
type or multitype classification analysis.
To indicate the roles of protein information in the biomarker
discovery, we also compared our method to the general
biomarker discovery method without assistance of protein
knowledge. Here, we adopted a general biomarker discovery
method: peak detection from mass spectrums, peak alignment,
and doing classification on the found peaks on the treated MS
data (baseline removal, denoised, normalized). We found that
the best classification accuracy of this method is only 75.00%
and it is not better than that of multiple biomarkers, nearly
80%.
Additionally, MPO has been identified as a biomarker for
cardiovascular disease.13 By our statistical methods, the significant difference of MPO peaks was found between controls
and MACE patients, showing that MPO is a candidate single
biomarker for cardiovascular events without consideration of
protein interactions (P-value less than 0.01) (Supplementary
Figure 2). Because it has no interaction partner, we did not
put it into our network biomarker discovery process.
Abbreviations: MS, mass spectrometry; MACE, Major Adverse Cardiac Events; SVM, support vector machine; SELDIMS-TOF, surface-enhanced laser desorption/ionization timeof-flight mass spectrometry; PPI, protein-protein interaction.
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